IN a previous study on sex chromatin in human tumours (Atkin, 1960) , one tumour (a carcinoma of the colon in a female patient) was described in which the most frequently-occurring number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus was three. One of a series of 328 carcinomas of the cervix in a later study (Atkin, 1964) was also characterised by the presence of triple sex chromatin. In the present paper, two further tumours with triple sex chromatin, a carcinoma of the colon and a carcinoma of the cervix, will be described, and sex chromatin data on all malignant tumours, except teratomas, studied in this laboratory will be summarised. The significance of triple sex chromatin and other sex chromatin anomalies (i.e. absence or duplication) in tumours of females will be discussed.
IN a previous study on sex chromatin in human tumours (Atkin, 1960) , one tumour (a carcinoma of the colon in a female patient) was described in which the most frequently-occurring number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus was three. One of a series of 328 carcinomas of the cervix in a later study (Atkin, 1964) was also characterised by the presence of triple sex chromatin. In the present paper, two further tumours with triple sex chromatin, a carcinoma of the colon and a carcinoma of the cervix, will be described, and sex chromatin data on all malignant tumours, except teratomas, studied in this laboratory will be summarised. The significance of triple sex chromatin and other sex chromatin anomalies (i.e. absence or duplication) in tumours of females will be discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For sex chromatin determination squash preparations of pieces of tumour, stained in 2% aceto-orcein (G. T. Gurr Ltd.) following fixation in acetic alcohol, were used. The preparations were sealed with a mixture of equal parts of Canada balsam and paraffin wax applied with a hot wire (attempts to make the preparations permanent usually result in some loss of material and deterioration in optical quality). Both thick and thin orcein squash preparations were examined. In thick preparations the cells are only partially flattened and the location of chromatin bodies in the nucleus can be determined. In thin preparations the cells are completely flattened; this has the advantage that it is possible to get a general picture of the incidence of sex chromatin without the need for continual refocusing of the specimen. The peripheral location of sex chromatin may not be apparent in thin preparations, although a proportion of sex chromatin bodies will be seen to lie at the periphery of the flattened nucleus.
Sex chromatin was also determined in histological sections of one of the tumours with triple sex chromatin (carcinoma of the colon), cut at 25 ,u and stained by the Feulgen method (hydrolysis being for 10 minutes in N HC1 at 600 C.), and in cervical smears of the other (carcinoma of the cervix) stained by the Papanicolaou method.
Identification of Sex Chromatin In squash preparations sex chromatin in non-malignant and malignant cells not infrequently takes the form of a V-or U-shaped rod. This is regarded as the characteristic form of sex chromatin, showing least modification by fixation or other technical factors (and which incidentally is less often seen in sectioned nmaterial). It must be stressed, however, that, as explained below, the identification of sex chromatin in tumours depends on the incidence of nuclei having a body or bodies, which in the observer's opinion can be reasonably regarded as being sex chrormatin.
The following principles were applied to the determination of the sex chromatin content of human tumours.
Each preparation is examined without knowledge of the site of origin of the material or the sex of the patient.
First, a decision is made as to whether sex chromatin is present. This decision is based on the frequency with which chromatin bodies having the morphology and usual peripheral location (as far as the latter can be determined in flattened nuclei) of sex chromatin are present in suitable nuclei. Nuclei that are not suitable are those that have chromatin irregularities which may obscure or mimic sex chromatin. Most often, these irregularities take the form of " multiple chromocentres ". Typically, multiple chromocentres vary in size (up to or sometimes greater than that of sex chromatin) and location (some are usually in the interior of the nucleus), and the number of chromocentres varies from cell to cell. Cells with multiple chromocentres are generally fairly evenly distributed throughout the tumour, although there may be a slight regional variation in their incidence. Individual tumours vary greatly with respect to the frequency of cells with multiple chromocentres, which may range from 500 or less to (rarely) about 90 %; usually, however, they are in a minority. nuclei is usually found to be over 5000, and is seldom below 25%, whereas in tumours in which it is judged to be absent the incidence of sex chromatin-like bodies (as in normal male tissues using the squash technique) is from 1-5%.
Thus, when care is taken to exclude cells with multiple chromocentres, it is almost always possible to make a clear-cut decision as to whether a tumour is chromatinpositive or chromatin-negative.
Secondly, if sex chromatin is present, the most frequently-occurring number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus is determined. This is usually obvious on examination of the specimen, without the necessity of counting the number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus.
RESULTS
Sex chromatin findings on 732 malignant tumours of females are summarised in Table I . Three hundred and twenty-four malignant tumours of males (excluding teratomas) which were examined for sex chromatin are also listed in this table: all the non-teratomatous tumours of males were chromatin-negative (data on the sex chromatin and karyotypes of testicular teratomas have been presented elsewhere (Galton, Benirschke, Baker and Atkin, 1966) ). Also excluded is a patient with Klinefelter's syndrome who had an oesophageal carcinoma, both tumour and stromal cells containing sex chromatin (Atkin and Ross, 1960) . The data on tumours of females show the presence of a single sex chromatin body in 58%, two bodies per nucleus in 10% and three bodies per nucleus in 0.6%. The remaining 31 % were chromatin-negative. Tumours with triple, seX chromatin Brief details of the four tumours with triple sex chromatin are given in Table II .
The two tumours which are being first described here are considered in further detail below.
Patient No. 3 (carcinoma of the cervix).-In squash preparations of biopsy material taken at the time of the first radium insertion, triple sex chromatin was present in 112 (78%) out of 144 suitable tumour nuclei (Table III and Fig. la) . Triple sex chromatin was also present in malignant cells in smears taken immediately before biopsy and also a few weeks previously, as well as in squash preparations of tumour material removed one week after the first radium insertion. Routine histological sections of the tumour were not suitable for sex chromatin was not previously apparent . The results of chromosomal analysis, including the incidence, where present, of marker chromosomes, suggest the presence of a single stem-line in many tumours ; nevertheless, there is some evidence for the presence of two or more stem-lines in some human tumours .
The question has also to be considered of the validity of an assessment based on a minority of the cells, in tumours where the majority are unsuitable because of the presence of multiple chromocentres. However, findings on normal tissues in which multiple chromocentres are frequent, for instance thyroid epithelium, demonstrated that although the majority of cells were often unsuitable for assessment, a clear-cut sex difference was apparent in the incidence of sex chromatin in the remaining suitable cells; similarly, 206 specimens of normal, or non-malignant hyperplastic, endometrium obtained by curettage were examined by the squash technique, and all were assessed as single sex chromatin-positive, although in many specimens (especially those in the secretory phase) a majority of cells had multiple chromocentres (unpublished results). Nevertheless, caution should be exercised in interpreting the sex chromatin pattern of the few tumours in which only about IO o of the cells are deemed suitable for assessment.
The question has now to be considered of the significance of variations from the single sex chromatin pattern that are encountered in some tumours of females. It is generally agreed that the sex chromatin body in normal female cells is formed from one of the X chromosomes, either the maternally-or the paternally-derived X. According to the Lyon hypothesis (Lyon, 1961) the allocyclic properties (i.e. the sex chromatin-forming potential) of one of the X chromosomes in each normal female cell is established early in embryogenesis, and in any given cell either the maternal or paternal X is involved at random; subsequently in the descendents of each cell the same X (maternal or paternal) is always involved in sex chromatin formation. In malignant tumours, aneuploidy is the rule (with possible occasional exceptions ), and any change in the sex chromatin pattern of tumours of females can be most satisfactorily explained on the basis of changes involving the allocyclic X chromosome. Thus if this chromosome is lost, sex chromatin cannot be formed, and if it is duplicated (alone or in company with a few other chromosomes by non-disjunction, or alternatively as part of a complete chromosomal doubling by endomitosis), the cell will have the potential of forming two sex chromatin bodies. According to this view, which of course awaits proof, the number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus in tumours of females depends only on the number of allocyclic X chromosomes, and is independent of changes involving the other chromosomes (including the non-allocyclic X). Triple sex chromatin would imply the presence of three allocyclic X chromosomes, which again would imply that at least two separate events had occurred: two non-disjunctions, or alternatively a complete chromosomal doubling followed by a non-disjunction.
The absence of sex chromatin in all the non-teratomatous tumours of males is what would be expected if the single X chromosome in normal diploid male cells lacks the potential to form sex chromatin (as does the non-allocyclic X in female cells). It seems probable that the X chromosome has been replicated in some tumours of males and apparently this replication is not followed by sex chromatinformation. The presence, in contrast, of sex chromatin in male teratomas is still unexplained; this question, which may not be directly relevant to the uniformly negative findings in other tumours of males, has been discussed elsewhere (Galton, Benirschke, , and possible theories have recently been reviewed by Tavares (1966) .
In the carcinoma of the colon (Patient No. 4) , the high incidence of cells with triple sex chromatin was noteworthy; however, one region of this tumour differed from the remainder in that the cells had only two sex chromatin bodies. There was thus evidence from the sex chromatin findings of the existence of two stemlines in this tumour, as well as in the carcinoma of the breast mentioned above; whether these cell-lines arose independently, or whether one line arose from the other during the course of development of the tumours is of course uncertain.
Taken as a whole the sex chromatin findings suggest that replication of the allocyclic X in tumours is a more or less random event occurring more frequently, though not solely, in tumours with a high chromosome number. Three out of the four tumours with triple sex chromatin were near-tetraploid, while the fourth was hyperdiploid; it was previously found from data on DNA content (Atkin, 1964) that most of the tumours with double sex chromatin were near-tetraploid. It is not clear however why most near-(often hypo-) tetraploid tumours of females are chromatin-negative (Atkin, 1964) . Possibly in these tumours loss of the allocyclic X (probably in company with other chromosomes) first resulted in a hypodiploid condition and, subsequently, a complete chromosomal doubling resulted in hypotetraploidy. Alternatively, it is possible that absence of sex chromatin does not necessarily imply absence of the allocyclic X, and that some other mechanism may be involved in the loss of ability to form sex chromatin.
It has been noted elsewhere (Atkin, 1964) (Atkin, 1964) ) rather than an effect of sex chromatin per se; recent data on uterine tumours have reaffirmed an influence of ploidy-level on prognosis in uterine tumours . Similarly, the apparent relationship between presence or absence of sex chromatin in breast tumours and their response to hormone therapy (see review by Tavares, 1966) might be an expression of a relationship between sex chromatin content and ploidy-level.
SUMMARY
Four tumours out of a series of 732 malignant tumours of females were characterised by the presence of triple sex chromatin (i.e. the most frequentlyoccurring number of sex chromatin bodies per nucleus was 3). Two of the tumours had been reported previously; the two new cases are described in detail. In one, a carcinoma of the colon, triple sex chromatin was identified in 77 % of suitable nuclei (64% of all nuclei) in squash preparations. Sections taken from 5 different tumour regions showed triple sex chromatin consistently in 4, but about a third of the tumour on the fifth section had only two bodies per nucleus. Of the other tumours, 58% had a single sex chromatin body, 10% had double sex chromatin, and 31% were chromatin-negative. On the other hand, each of 324 malignant non-teratomatous tumours from male patients was chromatin-negative. The findings are discussed in the light of the possibility that deviations from the single sex chromatin pattern in tumours of females bear a direct relation to changes (absence, duplication or triplication) involving the allocyclic X chromosome. 
